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Introduction
If you get a bit nostalgic every time someone brings up your college days and you think back with a
smile of all that went on as you drank your way from one kegger to another.... FratHouseFuckfest is the
site that helps you bring it all back into focus. This site is the real deal!

Adult Review
In one update after another FrathouseFuckfest will surprise you with the quality of its content and the raw feel of all its
footage.
  
  This site provides the viewer with a peeping-tom's eye view of what goes on at the raunchiest of frat houses. Hot college
girls getting dicked by any brother of the fraternity. These chicks show up one, two or even a half-dozen at a time sharing the
couch and each other with all the guys who stopped by for the most recent kegger.
  
  If you want to look back on your college years and re-live all the thrills that came along with the wild weekends and
Thursday night events of your time as a coed, or if you want to see what happens when college girls decide to make their first
amature movie in the living room of a frat house then this is a one of a kind site that delivers what it promises.
  
  Along with all this great content comes a whole bunch of additional sites that are well worth looking over. The interface
could use some work and this is the best site of the bunch, but the total package for one low price is hard to beat.
  
  Too many knockoff sites are filled with well known adult filmstars pretending to be sorority girls acting as "amateur coeds"
at orgies... Frathouse Fuckfest leaves them all in shame, providing what they could only hope to one day offer. Real, hot, teen
action filmed live at the most recent keg party by a film crew invited to record the events the way they might at a wedding or
graduation ceremony.

Porn Summary
This site will make you the "big man on campus" from the start of the action to the end of each scene. The content was good
enough to be convincing... these may all be actual students with some very lengthy consent forms on file.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A great site for any anatomy student'
Quality: 81  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 80
Support: 69 Unique: 85    Taste: 83        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
Butt Naked In The Streets (82) ,Sucking The Big One (79) ,Bubble Butt Bonanza (77) ,My Daughter's Fucking A Black Dude
(77) ,2 Big to Be True (76) ,Daddys Worst Nightmare (76) ,TeenCumDumpsters (74) ,My Mom's Fucking Blackzilla (74) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Coeds, Exclusive, Extreme, Group Sex, Hardcore, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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